WHAT'S IN YOUR KIT?

1. Ground Spike
2. Bottom Pole pc
3. Pole pc w/ Black Cap
4. Flexible Carbon tip
5. Your Flag

Instructions:

A. Place your ground spike in ground until bottom of pole holder cylinder is flush with ground. (If spike is not easily put into ground apply force using hammer or mallet)

B. Begin constructing your pole set by inserting your Pole pc. w/ black Cap into your bottom pole pc. until it stops at the dimples. (Dimples should be on top when building your pole set)

B. Place Flexible carbon tip into pole pc. w/ Black Cap.

D. Slide Complete pole set into flag sleeve and tie rope at the of your of flag to black clip found on the bottom pole pc.

E. Slide pole set over ground spike stud and assure your flag is tight.